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FOREWORD

The object in publishing the essential recognition features of weapons of
Austrian, German, and Japanese origin as advance sections of DA Pam 30-7-4
is to present technical information on these weapons as they are used or held in
significant quantities by the Soviet satellite nations (see DA Pam 30-7-2).

The publication is in looseleaf form to facilitate inclusion of additional
material when the remaining sections of DA Pam 30-7-4 are published.

Items are presented according to country of manufacture. It should be
noted that, although they may be in use or held in reserve by a satellite country,
they may be regarded as obsolete in the country of manufacture.
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AUSTRIA

GLOSSARY OF AUSTRIAN TERMS
Austrian

PISTOLE___________________
GEWEHR -- _ _-
KARABINER_______________
GRANATE ____________
HAND GRANATE --
MASCHINENPISTOLE_ _
MASCHINENGEWEHR_ -
GRANATWERFER--_ _
PANZERGAUST -- --
RAKETENPANZERBtCHSE
PARABELLUM_____________
SCHNELLFEUER--_ _
KLEIN ---- --_ _ _ _
SCHWER-- - - - -

Translation

Pistol______________
R ifle - - - - - - -
Carbine ____-

Machine pistol----
Machine gun-___ -

Armored fist ______
Antitank rocket gun _

Quick fire __---
Sm all-- - - - - - -
Heavy- - - - - - -

English Meaning

Pistol
Rifle
Carbine (short rifle)
Grenade
Hand grenade
Submachine gun
Machine gun
Mortar(s)
Name for recoilless HEAT projectile launcher
Antitank rocket launcher
Name for Luger pistol and its ammunition
Automatic fire
Small
Heavy



AUSTRIA

A. PISTOLS

9-mm Pistol M12 Steyr

(PISTOLE MOD M12 STEYR)

This Austrian pistol, of pre-World War II de-
sign, has been widely used in Austria and the
Balkan countries. Although resembling to some
extent the U. S. Colt caliber .45 pistol in exterior
appearance, the M12 has loading and locking ar-
rangements of unique design. The muzzle veloc-
ity and range of the cartridge used are considerably
higher than normally found in other pistols of this
caliber.

This pistol fires the 9-mm Steyr cartridge, which
is approximately one-fourth inch longer than the
9-mm parabellum (or Luger) cartridge. Many
were converted to fire the 9-mm parabellum car-
tridges by Germany during World War II. The

Steyr cartridge will not function in the weapons
that fire the parabellum cartridge. The weapon
is loaded from the top by stripping cartridges from
a clip into the integral magazine. It employs the
recoil principle, with return action caused by a
forward tension of the recoil spring. The trigger
must be pulled for each round fired and the re-
ceiver is locked open when the last round is fired.

Salient recognition features are: (1) Thumb
safety on left rear of receiver; (2) elongated lan-
yard hook underneath the pistol grip; (3) exposed
knurled hammer; and (4) the clip guide on top of
the receiver.



AUSTRIA

9-mm Pistol M12 Steyr

RECOGNITION FEATURES

BLADE FRONT SIGHT.

EXPOSED BARREL --- i

PROJECTING CLIP GUIDE

8 ROUND CLIP
WITH CARTRIDGES

SPRING
'LOCKING
BLOCK

ACTION OPEN-CLIP INSERTED

EXPOSED
KNURLED

Z~~i~ HAMMER

THUMB
1\ *1I X1SAFETY

ELONGATED LANYARD HOOK

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation__
Caliber______ ____ -
Weight:

Unloaded------
Loaded--------

Length over-all -- --
Length of barrel _ __-
Feed device--___
Sight:

----------------------------------- Recoil, semiautomatic
--------------------------------------- 9-mm (cal. .354in)

--------------------------------------- 524 g (11lb. aprx)
--------------------------------------- 585 g (1.2 lb. aprx)
--------------------------------------- 216-mm (8.5 in)

--------------------------------------- 127-mm (5 in)

--------------------------------------- 8-round magazine

Front ---------------------------------------- Adjustable blade
Rear ----------------------------------------- Fixed V-notch

Muzzle velocity______________________________ 360 m/s aprx. (1200 fps aprx)
Effective rate of fire--------------------------------------8-10 rpm
Effective range _____________________________________ 70 m (aprx 75 yd)
Ammunition -------------------------------------- 9-mm Steyr cartridge



AUSTRIA

B. SUBMACHINE GUNS

9-mm Submachine Gun MP 34 (Steyr-Solothurn)

(MASCHINENPISTOLE MP 34)

This weapon was manufactured by both Austria
and Germany during World War II. In the
German Army it was used largely for rear-area
troops. Prior to 1940, large numbers of this
submachine gun were sold to Japan. It was re-
placed by the later and more advanced designs of
submachine guns developed by the Germans.
Models of this weapon stamped "MP 34 (o)"
indicate that the weapon was issued for Austrian
use and fired the long 9-mm Steyr cartridge.
Models used by the Germans fire the 9-mm
parabellum cartridge and were made with an

attachment for mounting a bayonet on the right
side of the barrel jacket.

Large numbers of these weapons were captured
by the Soviets during World War II, and the
satellite countries acquired many of these weapons
at the end of the war. Some satellite countries
probably still hold them in reserve stocks.

The MP34 can be recognized by: (1) The one-
piece wooden stock; (2) the projecting magazine
holder on the left side of the receiver; (3) the built-
in magazine loading device on the top of the
magazine holder; and (4) the type operating bolt
handle found on bolt-action rifles.

318786 0-54----2



AUSTRIA

9-mm Submachine Gun MP 34 (Steyr-Solothurn)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation--------------------- Blowback, selective automatic and semiautomatic fire
Caliber--- ....------------------------- 9-mm (cal. .354)
Weight:

Gun without magazine__--------------4.2 kg (9.3 lb)
Gun with loaded 32-rd magazine----- 4.8 kg (10.2 lb)

Length over-all ---------------------- 850-mm (33.5 in)

Length of barrel-- -------------------- 200-nm (7.8 in)
Sights:

Front-- .. ....-------- ..----------------- Fixed blade
Rear.---- --------------------- Leaf with open notch graduated to 500 meters in 100 meter

increments
Muzzle velocity.------------------- -- 418 mps (aprx 1,371 fps)
Effective rate of fire------------_ ------- 90-120 rpm
Effective range -- --------------------- 200-m (220 yd, aprx)
Ammunition_ ..-------------------------- Austrian 9-mm ball (Steyr),

German 9-mm Parabellum ball

FRONT SIGHT BARREL
JACKET

MAGAZINE
HOLDER

FIRE SELECTOR DEVICE
("E"-SINGLE SHOT

CHARGER "D"-FULL AUTOMATIC)

BAYONET
ATTACHED

MAGAZINE
HOLDER

OPERATING
BOLT HANDLE

FOLDING LEAF

REAR SIGHT

BARREL
JACKET

PORT

c-



AUSTRIA

C. RIFLES AND CARBINES

8-mm M1895 Mannlicher Rifle
(8-mm OSTERREICHISCHES REPETIER-GEWEHR M95)

This weapon, the most widely used of all the
Mannlicher rifles, was the standard Austro-Hun-
garian rifle of World War I, and huge quantities
were surrendered to Italy under provisions of the
Peace Treaty. Many small European nations
acquired significant numbers of this weapon
through purchases from Italy. It was widely used
in the Balkan countries in World War II. The
Hungarian 8-mm M 35M rifle is a copy of this
weapon, but it fires different ammunition. Other
weapons similar are the 8-mm Model 1890 rifle
(the earlier model) and the 8-mm Model 1895 car-
bine. Since STEYR of Austria was the chief
manufacturer of this rifle, it is often referred to as
a "STEYR-MANNLICHER".

The model 1895 rifle employs the straight-pull
bolt-action. It is drawn straight back to unload,
pushed straight forward to load. The Mannlicher
system of clip feeding is used. The five-round
loaded clip is inserted in the top and falls out the
bottom of the weapon when empty.

Salient recognition features of this rifle are:
(1) The straight-pull bolt; (2) the thumb safety
at rear of bolt; (3) the finger grooves in the sides
of the stock; (4) the lack of a windage adjustment
on the rear sight; (5) the horizontal, rather than
turned-down, bolt handle; and (6) the magazine
well and trigger guard are of one-piece construc-
tion.



AUSTRIA

8-mm M1895 Mannlicher Rifle

RECOGNITION FEATURES

STRAIGHT PULL BOLT NO WINDAGE FRONT BARREL BANDON SIGHTTHUMB SAFETY

FINGER GROOVE SLING SWIVEL

MAGAZINE WELL AND TRIGGER
GUARD ARE ONE PIECE

SLING SWIVEL

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation .. .. _------------------- Manually ope
Caliber -------------------------- 8-mm (cal. .31
Weight (including sling, bayonet):

Unloaded ------------------------ 4.0 kg (8.9 lb)
Loaded ------------------------- 4.1 kg (9.0 lb)

Length over-all:
With bayonet -------------------- 152 cm (59.5 ir
W/o bayonet ----- --------------- 127 cm (50.0 ir

Length of barrel ---------------------- 76 cm (30.2 in)
Feeding device.......----------------------- 5-round clip, i
Sights:

Front --------------------------- Blade, barley
Rear --------------------------- Upright leaf,

erated, bolt action
5)

I)

n)

ntegral box

corn type
V-notch, graduated 600-2,600 m. battle

sight set at 500 m
Muzzle velocity ---------------------- 620 m/s (2034 fps)
Effective rate of fire-------------------8-10 rpm
Effective range ---------------------- 400 m (440 yards)
Ammunition ------------------------ 8-mm M1893 rimmed ball, round



GERMANY

GLOSSARY OF GERMAN TERMS
German

PISTOLE (P) --------------
MASCHINENPISTOLE (M. P.)_
STURMGEWEHR (STU. G) .--
KARABINER (K)_______

FALLSCHIRMJAGERGEWEHR
(F. G.).

PARABELLUM_

SCHNELLFEUER_______
FELDER UND ZtGE
PANZERFAUST (PZFST) - -

RAKETENPANZERBUCHSE_ _-
KARABINER_
KLEIN (KL) _
KURZ (K)
P. P. (POLIZEI PISTOLE) --

P. P. K. (POLIZEI PISTOLE
KRIMINAL).

HANDGRANATE_ _ _------
EIERHANDGRANATE
STIELHANDGRANATE
SCHWER(S)_---------
GRANATWERFER
LEICHTES MASCHINENGE-

WEHR (iMG).
SCHWERES MASCHINEN GE-

WEHR (sMG)
SCHARFSCHUTZENGEWEHR __
SCHMEISSER _ _ _

UBERSCHWERESMASCHIN-
ENGEWEHR.

Translation

Pistol_ ___ --

Machine Pistol ___--

Assault Rifle_
Carbine _---------------
Paratroop Rifle_

Quick fire_
Lands and grooves
Arm ored fist ----........

Rocket Antitank Gun_ _
Carbine
Small _........ _.......
Short __
Police Pistol_____________
Police Pistol-Criminal

Model(s).
Hand Grenade ----------
Egg Hand Grenade ---
Stick Hand Grenade -.-

Heavy_
Grenade-Thrower

Light machine gun

Heavy machine gun ...

Sharpshooter rifles .......

Very heavy machine gun__

Sniper rifles
German designer of

guns.
submachine

Heavy machine gun (Cal. .50 and
.60)

English Meaning

Pistol
Submachine Gun
Light selective fire rifle
Short Rifle
Paratroop automatic rifle

German name for Luger pistol and
its ammunition.

Automatic fire
Launds and grooves-Rifling
Name for recoilless HEAT pro-

jectile launcher
Antitank Rocket Launcher
Rifle
Small
Short
Police Pistol
Police Detective Pistol

Hand Grenade
Hand Grenade-Type without handle
Hand Grenade-with handle
Heavy
Mortar(s)
Light machine gun

Heavy machine gun





GERMANY

A. PISTOLS

9-mm Walther Pistol M1938

(PISTOLE 38 or P-38)

This weapon was steadily replacing the Luger
(Pistole '08) as the standard issue, official, German
military side-arm on VE-day. It is a recoil-
operated, magazine-fed, double-action weapon of
excellent design and balance. The double-action
feature enables the weapon to be fired by simply
squeezing the trigger without manually cooking
the hammer. It is one of the few military auto-
matic pistols with this feature. Large numbers

of this pistol were produced in Germany during
World War II and are still found throughout
Europe in considerable numbers.

Salient recognition features are: (1) Double
action; (2) no grip safety; (3) the forward portion
of the barrel is not covered by the slide mecha-
nism; (4) the magazine catch is on the rear bottom
of the hand grip butt; and (5) the thumb safety
is on the left side of the receiver.



GERMANY

9-mm Walther Pistol M1938

RECOGNITION FEATURES

SAFETY CATCH

SLIDE -

BARREL RETAINING PIN

SLIDE STOP LEVER

PLASTIC
.GRIP

LANYARD
HOOK

INDICATOR

SHAMMER

NO GRIP
SAFETY

MAGAZINE
CATCH

CHARACTERISTICS

System of operation.............-------------------- Short recoil, double-action
Caliber .........---------------------------- 9-mm (cal. .354)
Weight:

Unloaded __ ...-------------------------. 940 g (2.11 ib)
Loaded_ ......--------------------------- 1.004 kg (2.2 lb)

Length over-all ..... ..----------------------- -215 m (8.3 in)
Length of barrel---....--..--------- -------- .125 m (4.7 in)
Feeding device...........----------------------- 8-rd magazine.

Sights:
Front__---------------- Blade, adjustable laterally

Rear-----------------.. Open V-notch, fixed

Muzzle velocity----------- 340 m/sec (1,100 fps)
Effective rate of fire . .-------- 8-16 rounds per minute
Effective range ------------ 50 m (55 yd aprx)

Ammunition_ .-------------- 9-mm parabellum ball; (British, U. S. 9-mm
Parabellum or Luger and Italian M1938
9-mm rounds will also function)

-& N 1110111



GERMANY

9-mm Luger Pistol M1908
(PISTOLE 08 or P-08)

The 9-mm Luger 08, or parabellum, pistol was
the official German military sidearm from its
adoption in 1908 until the beginning of World
War II when the Walther P-38 began to replace it.

The Luger action is based upon the design
development by an American, Hugo Borchardt,
during the 1890's. The original action, which was
heavy, clumsy, and badly balanced, was re-
designed in 1900 by Georg Luger of the German
D. W. M. firm and since has been designated the
Luger in the United States. It was initially
manufactured on a large scale under the name
Borchardt-Luger, later shortened to the present
name "Luger." It has been widely distributed
throughout the world.

It is found in three models, one with a short
(3.94 inch) barrel, one a navy model with a 6-inch
barrel, and the other with an 8-inch barrel and

shoulder stock attachment. A 32-round drum
magazine, which enables a higher fire capacity,
may be used with all models. The long-barrel
type with the shoulder stock and drum magazine
was replaced by the submachine gun during World
War II.

Although the 9-mm was the official German
Army caliber, commercial versions of this weapon
may also be found in .30 caliber (7.63-mm).

The weapon is recognized by: (1) Its unique
toggle locking system with the two milled knobs
on the top of the receiver; (2) a square side plate
above the trigger on the left side of the pistol;
(3) a semicircular recess cut in the bottom of the
grip to receive the circular magazine buttons;
and (4) a grooved spur milled on the lower, rear
portion of the hand-grip butt for attaching a
shoulder stock.

318786 0--54 3



GERMANY

9-mm Luger Pistol M1908

RECOGNITION FEATURES

TOGGLE JOINT

SIDE PLATE

SIDE PLATE

RELEASE LEVER

MAGAZINE

RELEASE

MAGAZINE
LOADING STUD i

LANYARDPl RING

SAFETY

-- NO GRIP SAFETY

GROOVED SPUR
FOR ATTACHING
SHOULDER STOCK

CLIP

ROUND BUTTON
ON CLIP

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation -------- Short recoil
Caliber--____________----------9-mm (cal. .354)
Weight:

Unloaded--___________-----890 g (1.91lb)
Loaded_____________-_----988 g (2.1 Ib)

Length over-all------------220 m (8.6 in)
Length of barrel ------------ 100-mm (3.9 in) (6-in and 8-in barrels are also

found)
Feeding device------------- 8-rd magazine

Special note. While the 9-mm was the official
German Army caliber, this weapon may be found
in .30 caliber (7.63-mm). This model shoots a
bottle-neck cartridge with a 93-mm grain bullet.

Sights:
Front__----------------Blade, adjustable laterally
Rear__________________--Open V-notch fixed

Muzzle velocity------------ 322 m/s (1,040 fps)
Effective rates of fire- _- -8 to 16 rds per minute
Effective range_______________ 50 m (55 yd, aprx)
Ammunition---------------- 9-mm Parabellum ball

Italian, and American
function)

round; (British,
ammunition will

Magazine capacity is the same as the 9-mm model.
It was manufactured in barrel lengths ranging
from 3.94 inches up to 16 inches.

- - --- - -



GERMANY

7.65-mm Sauer Pistol M1938
(7.65-mm SAUER PISTOLE, MODELL 1938)

The Sauer M1938 pistol, a commercial product,
was adopted as substitute-standard by Germany
during World War II and was widely used by the
air, armored, and police units. This weapon, one
of the most advanced types of pocket automatic
pistols, was originally designed and issued as a
police pistol. The barrel on the M38 patrol is
mounted rigidly to the receiver in the same manner
as on the Walther PP and PPK pistols. The
double-action system is one of the simplest and
best yet devised, and is fitted with a unique
external lever to permit lowering or raising the
concealed hammer manually. This weapon also

has an unusual magazine in that a projection on
the right side of the magazine wall forces the
trigger bar up to make rear contact when the
magazine is inserted, thereby functioning as a
safety feature.

Salient recognition features are: (1) Thumb
safety on left rear of slide; (2) checkered top of
slide for an aid in quick sighting; (3) external
thumbpiece for raising and lowering the hammer;
(4) magazine catch on left side behind the trigger
guard; and (5) double-action feature of the trigger
mechanism.



GERMANY

7.65-mm Sauer Pistol M1938

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation___________________----_ Blowback; double-action
Caliber _________________________________ 7.65-mm (cal. .301)
Weigbt:

Unloaded_____________--------------------620 g (1.3 ib)
Loaded__________________-----____ 670 g (1.4 lb)

Length over-all ---------------------------- 145 mm (5.7 in)
Length of barrel_________________--------76 mm (2.9 in)
Feeding device---------------____-------___ 7-round magazine

Sights:
Front-------------------- Blade, adjustable laterally
Rear-------------------- Fixed, open U-notch

Muzzle velocity------------270 m/s (885 fps)
Effective rate of fire--------- 8-16 rpm
Effective range------------- 50 m (aprx. 55 yd)
Ammunition---------------- European 7.65-mm Browning (U. S. cal..32

ACP is the same round)

EJECTION PORT

EXTERNAL THUMBPIECE
FOR HAMMER MOVEMENT

O THUMB
SAFETY

PLASTIC
GRIPS



GERMANY

7.65-mm Walther Pistols Model PP and PPK
(WALTHER-POLIZEI-PISTOLEN W.PP & PPK)

The Walther models PP and PPK were the of-
ficial German police side arms from 1929 until
VE-day. Both models were widely adopted by
the police departments in numerous other Euro-
pean countries. They are almost identical in ap-
pearance, but the model PP is % inch longer and
weighs 43/ ounces more than the PPK. A loading-
pin indicator, similar to that found on the Walther
P- 38, is found on both models of this weapon pro-

duced prior to World War II, but on many war-
time models of the PPK no indicator pins were
furnished. Because of the excellent balance, de-
pendability, and compactness these pistols were
widely used by German military personnel. Both
models are recognized by: (1) Their streamlined
receivers; (2) a barrel which protrudes beyond the
forward end of the slide; (3) and a barrel mounted
solidly to the receiver.



GERMANY

7.65-mm Walther Pistol Model PP and PPK

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation---------- Straight blowback; double action
Caliber---------------------- 7.65-mm (cal. .301)
Weight:

Unloaded:
PP---------------------- 650 g (1.3 lb)
PPK-------------------- 530 g (1.llb)

Loaded:
PP---------------------- 711 g (1.5 lb)
PPK-------------------- 591 g (1.21b)

Length over-all:
PP------------------------ 170-mm (6.6 in)
PPK---------------------- 150-mm (5.9 in)

Length of barrel:
PP_______-__----_______ 98-mm (3.2 in)
PPK---------------------- 83-mm (3.2 in)

Feeding device------------- 8-round magazine (for both models)

Sights:
Front-------------------- Fixed blade
Rear--------------------- Fixed, open U-notch

Muzzle velocity:
PPK------------------- 280 m/s (913 fps)
PP---------------------- 289 m/s (920 fps)

Effective rate of fire--------- 8-16 rpm
Effective range------------- 50 m (aprx 55 yd)
Ammunition---------------- 7.65-mm Browning Short (U. S. cal. 32 ACP

pistol ball will also function)

THUMB CHAMBER "LOADED"BARREL SAFETY INDICATOR PIN
PROTRUDES
SLIGHTLY

-- -- - KNURLED

j HAMMER

MAGAZINE

MOULDED

A gPLASTIC
MGAZINE ~ k~imA~~ GRIPS

-t (SOME MODELS HAVE PLASTIC MAGAZINE
BOTTOMS WITH FINGER SPURS)



GERMANY

7.63-mm Mauser Pistol M1932

(7.63-mm MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOLE MODEL 1932)

This Mauser pistol was first manufactured in
1896. An intermediate between a pistol and a
machine carbine, it was the first successful military
automatic pistol developed and, except for minor
modifications in 1912 and 1932, has retained its
original features.

Originally designed and produced for police use,
it was widely used as an unofficial substitute arm
by the German military forces during World War I.
After World War I, it was largely replaced by the
Luger M'08 and the later Walther designs. It
was widely used in Russia during the 1917 Revolu-
tion and is still found in substantial numbers

throughout the Orient and Central Europe. The
weapon has been manufactured by Spain, China,
and Switzerland. It is unique in design in that:
(1) All parts are fitted together or dovetailed
and only one screw (in the pistol grip) is used;
(2) it has a slotted attachment on the pistol grip,
which can be used to attach a wooden stock;
(3) it has a folding-leaf rear sight graduated from
100 to 1,000 meters. The magazine is solidly
attached to the receiver, and the weapon is loaded
from the top by means of metal clips in the same
manner as a bolt-action rifle.
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7.63-mm Mauser Pistol M1932

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation_______----___----Short recoil, selective semi- or full

automatic
Caliber______---_______-_________ 7.63-mm (cal. .30)
Weight:

Unloaded:
Without stock, with 10-rd 1.26kg (2.78lb)

magazine
Without stock, with 20-rd 1.32 kg (2.92 lb)

magazine
With stock and 10-rd magazine _ 1.7 kg (3.75 Ib)

Loaded--_____________-----__ For 10-rd magazine add 105 g; for 20-rd
magazine add 210 g to figures above

Length over-all:
With stock----__-----------___ 630-mm (24.8 in)
Without stock-___-------__-_ 288-mm (11.3 in)

Feeding device__----------------___ Fixed box type, loaded by 10 or 20-rd
clip

Sights:
Front__------------------_____ Fixed blade
Rear______---------------------_ Leaf with open notch, adjustable from

100 to 1,000 m in 100 m increments
Muzzle velocity----------------____ 425 m/s (1,392fps)
Effective rate of fire------------ _ _ - 60 rpm (semiautomatic); 280 rpm (full

automatic)
Effective range:

As a pistol--___--__--------___ 68m (75 yd)
With stock_____________________ 914m (1,000yd)

Ammunition------------------_____ Mauser7.63-mm pistollSMu ball

FOLDING

AMMUNITION
CLIP FEEDWAY

SEXPSE

LARGE
EXPOSED

HAMMER

STOCK

WOODEN
GRIPS

CHANGE LEVER

- -
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7.65-mm Mauser Pistol Model HSc

(7.65-mm MAUSER PISTOLE, MODELL HSc)

The Mauser HSc pistol was the latest and one
of the finest designs developed by the Germans
during World War II. Basically it is a commercial
pocket-pistol type rather than a military arm.
It is very well streamlined, has an excellent
balance, and is of exceedingly simple construc-
tion. The salient recognition features of this
weapon are: (1) A very short, knurled exposed

hammer; (2) a matted rib on top of receiver; (3)
a solid metal rib extending from the forward por-
tion of the trigger housing to the end of the barrel;
(4) manufacturer's stamping on the left side of the
slide "Mod. HSc. KAL. 7.65-mm, Mauser-Werke
A. G. Oberndorf a/N", which is found on all
Mauser HSc pistols; and (5) the slide release
button in the forward wall of the trigger guard.

318786 0--54- 4
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7.65-mm Mauser Pistol Model HSc

RECOGNITION FEATURES

EJECTION PORT7
SHORT
EXPOSED
HAMMER,

WOODEN
OR PLASTIC

MAGAZINE CATCH

FOLLOWER
SPRING

MAGAZINE
(8 round capacity)

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation__------------------- Straight blowback,

action
Caliber----------------- ----------------- 7.65-mm (cal .301 in)
Weight:

Unloaded--------------------------- 585 g (1.2 lb)
Loaded------------------------------- 646 g (1.4 lb)

Length over-all-.. .----------------------- 162 mm (6.3 in)
Length of barrel--- ------------------------- 85-mm (3.3 in)
Feeding device_. _------- -------------- _ 8-round magazine

double- Sights:
Front--------------------------------- Blade
Rear--- -------------------------- Open U.notch, adjustable

laterally
Muzzle velocity -------------------------- 290m/s (951 fps)
Effective rate of fire___-------------------- 8-16 rpm
Effective range ----------------------- 50 m (55 yd aprx)
Ammunition_ _ ---------------- European 7.65-mm Browning

(U. S. cal..32 ACP pistol
ball will function)
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B. SUBMACHINE GUNS

9-mm Submachine Gun MP40 (Schmeisser)

(MACHINENPISTOLE M40)

This weapon is an improved version of the MP
38 which was designed for use by parachute troops.
Because of its simple construction and general
reliability it was produced and issued in large
quantities to all Army units. Of excellent design,
these "machine pistols", as the Germans called
them, proved superior to all other types of German
submachine guns and rapidly replaced all earlier
weapons of this type.

The MP38 and the MP40 are almost identical
in appearance and operation. However, the M40
is slightly lighter in weight, has a slower (and
more practic l) rate of fire, and has a smooth
barrel and receiver jacket in place of the corrugated
jacket on the M38. To increase the firepower,
some of the late models of the M40 weapons have

a modified magazine housing which will accom-
modate two 32-round magazines mounted side by
side. When one magazine has been emptied, it can
be moved out of the bolt-barrel line and the unused
magazine moved into line for firing.

The MP40 is recognized by: (1) The folding
metal stock; (2) the curved magazine guide; (3)
the corrugated metal fore-end; (4) the prominent
receiver lock screw just rearward of the magazine
guide; and (5) the slotted sling holder cut through
the rear of the receiver housing just above the
stock release button.

Large numbers of these weapons were captured
and used by the Soviets during World War II
and may still be held in reserve stocks.
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9-mm Submachine Gun MP4O (Schmeisser)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation _-----------------______Blowback; automatic fire only
Caliber----------------------------_____9-mm (caliber .354)
Weight:

Without magazine-----------------_____ 4.0 kg (aprx. 9 Ib)
With one loaded magazine____________-4.7 kg (aprx. 10.4 ib)
With two loaded magazines---------- __ 5.3 kg (aprx. 11.4 lb)

Length over-all:
With stock folded-----------------______ 625-mm (25 in. aprx)
With stock extended_ _-------------__ 856-mm (14 in. aprx)

Length of barrel__---------------------___ 256-mm (9.8 in)
Feeding devices-_____------------------1_ 32-round box magazine
Sights:

Front________-------------------------Hooded-blade
Rear___---------------------------Open V. Standing leaf sight. One folding leaf sight for

use at 100 meters. Behind this is another folding leaf,
sighted for use at 200 meters

Muzzle velocity______-_---------------------390 m/s (1,280 fps)
Effective rate of fire ----------------------- 80-90 rpm in short bursts; 120-180 rpm in long bursts
Cyclic rate of fire (aprx)------------------- 400-500 rpm
Effective range__----------------------200 m (aprx 220 yd)
Ammunition-_______________------ -------- 9-mm Parabellum cartridges

REAR RNFOLIN SLI REAR RECEIVER AND FRONT
FOLDING HLDE SIGHT BARREL JACKET SIGHT

STOCK HOLDER BASE FRONT LOCKING
0 ~SIGHT CATCH

BARREL

COOLING CAP VIEW SHOWING RIGHT
STOCK ~ -/t~~r\ BAR VE HWN IH

MAGAZINE IN POSITION

BUTTON 1~1111 GUIDE
MAGAZINE COWLING

PLASTIC 32-ROUND (USED MAGAZINE IS SLIPPED SIDEWAYS
PISTOL BOX MAGAZINE OUT OF LINE OF BOLT AND CHAMBER
GRIP RECEVER AND NEW MAGAZINE IS MOVED IN LINE)

LOCK SCREW
COCKINGRECEIVERCOCKING

HANDLE MAGAZINES 0 LOCK SCREW

O COCKING HANDLE
GUIDE SLOT

CATCHES

STOCK IN Y MODIFIED MAGAZINE ATTACHMENT
FOLDED POSITION ON LATE MODELS WHICH ALLOWED USE

OF 2-32-RD MAGAZINES AT CAME TIME
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9-mm Submachine Gun MP 34/I (Bergmann)

(MASCHINENPISTOLE MP 34)

This weapon is a development of the original
German Bergmann machine pistol Model 1918.
It was in wide use in the German Army and was
also used extensively by U. S. S. R. It is the
original of all blowback-type submachine guns
and is the forerunner of practically every sub-
machine gun manufactured today. It was adopted
as the official submachine gun of the Swedish
Army in 1937 and was widely distributed through-
out Europe during the years immediately before
World War II.

This weapon can be recognized by: (1) The

cocking handle at the rear of the receiver; (2)
the protruding magazine well on the right side
of the receiver (on the Soviet Bergmann the
magazine well on the left side of the receiver);
(3) the automatic safety device placed behind
the trigger to prevent firing of the weapon unless
the cocking handle is locked down; (4) the cylin-
drical body tube which is threaded at the front
end to receive the barrel and barrel jacket; and
(5) the method of selective fire, i. e., slight trigger
depression results in single fire, greater trigger
depression results in full automatic fire.
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9-mm Submachine Gun MP 34/1 (Bergmann)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

FRONT SLING

BOLT

SLING
SWIVEL

SIGHT

MAGAZINE CATCH

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation--------------------- Blowback, selective automatic and semiautomatic
Caliber-------------------------------- 9-mm (cal..354)
Weight:

Unloaded, w/o magazine------------- 4.3 kg (9.4 lb)
Loaded, w/32 rd. magazine-------------4.9 kg (10.9 lb)

Length over-all ------------------------- 955-mm (37.6 in)
Length of barrel------------------------ 200-mm (7.8 in)
Feeding device-------------------------- Box type 32-round
Sights:

Front------------------------------ Blade
Rear------------------------------- Leaf w/open notch, graduated 5-500m (aprx 5to 50yd)

Muzzle velocity------------------------- 360 m/s (1,180 fps)
Effective rate of fire--------------------- 90-100 rpm
Effective range------------------------- 200 m(aprx 220 yd)
Ammunition----------------------- --- 9-mm Parabellum (Luger) ball
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7.92-mm Submachine Gun MP-44
(STURMGEWEHR M44)

The German MP44 was developed in 1942 to
provide an intermediate weapon between the rifle
and the submachine gun. The standard 7.92-mm
rifle cartridge was shortened and bottle-necked to
take a 120-grain boattail bullet. With this car-
tridge the weapon provided better ballistic char-
acteristics than those available with the standard
German 9-mm submachine guns. It also had
provisions for full automatic fire and thus a greater
firepower capability.

Ease of mass production was achieved by the
extensive use of steel stampings. The receiver,
frame, gas cylinder, and barrel jacket are all made
from stampings. The parts of the trigger mech-
anism are riveted in place; therefore, the trigger
assembly cannot be disassembled, although a

complete trigger mechanism can be quickly in-
serted into the weapon.

Despite its cheap construction, it is a very
serviceable weapon. The various models of this
weapon, including the MP43, MP43/1, and the
MP44, were all designated the STURMGEWEHR
44 in 1944. They differ only in minor detail.
Ballistically, they are identical.

This weapon can be recognized by: (1) The
stamped receiver and barrel jacket; (2) the promi-
nent front sight base; (3) the curved, stamped
magazine; (4) the gas cylinder on top of the barrel;
and (5) the short, bulky buttstock.

Large numbers of these weapons were captured
by the Soviets during World War II, and many
probably are still held in reserve stocks.

_ _ _ __
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7.92-mm Submachine Gun MP44

RECOGNITION FEATURES

GAS CYLINDER
HIGH FRONT SIGHT BASE OPERATING BOLT HANDLE

PERFORATED BAREL JACKE

DOUBLE RETAINING SCREW

MAGAZINE HOUSING

30-RD MAGAZINE - -

,p OPERATING BOLT GUIDEWAY

RECEIVER LOCKPIN

FIRE CONTROL SWITCH

SAFETY IN "OFF" POSITION

, STAMVPED RECEIVER AND BARREL JACKET

MAGAZINE RELEASE

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation------------------------Gas-operated, selective fire, air-cooled, magazine-fed
Caliber---------------------------------7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight:

With empty magazine----------------- 4.5 kg (10 lb aprx)
With loaded magazine---------------- 5.2 kg (11.2 lb aprx)

Length over-all----------------------------- 933-mm (36.7 in aprx)
Length of barrel--------------------------- 413-mm (16.2 in aprx)
Feeding device ------------------------ 30-rd curved magazine
Sights:

Front---------------------------------- Hooded blade
Rear----------------------------------- Tangent leaf and peep, 100 to 800 meters graduated in

100 meter increments
Muzzle velocity (aprx)--------------------- 686 m/s (2,250 fps)
Effective rates of fire:

Automatic----------------------------- 100-120 rpm
Semiautomatic -------------------- 40-50 rpm

Cyclic rate of fire (aprx) ------------------- 800 rpm
Effective ranges:

Automatic----------------------------- Up to 200 m (aprx 220 yd)
Semiautomatic------------------------- Up to 400 m (aprx 440 yd)

Ammunition------------------------------7.92-mm Pistolen Patronen, semi AP, M. P. 43. This
is a shortened version of the 7.92-mm rifle cartridge
used in the standard 7.92-mm Mauser rifles
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C. RIFLES AND CARBINES

7.92-mm Karabiner M98K Mauser Rifle
(KARABINER 98K (Kar 98K))

This bolt-operated rifle was the standard Ger-
man Army shoulder weapon during World War II.
It is very similar in both appearance and operation
to the U. S. Army M1903 (Springfield) rifle. It
was made for export sale by Mauser before 1936,
being called "the Mauser Standard". Czechoslo-
vakia, Poland, China, and Austria also have man-
ufactured this weapon. It is still widely found in
many of the satellite countries and is believed to be
held in reserve stocks in considerable quantities.

Older models, the Gewehr 98 and Kar. 98b, op-
erate in the same manner but have longer barrels.
Comparatively, the 98K is often referred to as a
"carbine."

The 98K has no windage adjustment or peep
sight, but it gives good results at medium range.
It is adaptable to use as a sniper rifle, being

equipped with brackets for the mounting of a
telescope sight. It is loaded in the same manner
as the U. S. Army cal..30 M1903 rifle, a five-round
clip being inserted into the opening in the top of
the receiver. The safety also operates in the
same manner as on the M1903 rifle.

It is fitted for a short knife bayonet, several
types of silencers, and at least two types of rifle
grenade launchers.

Salient recognition features of this weapon are:
(1) Metal sling swivel on left side of piece just
forward of rear sight; (2) metal-lined hole through
stock which serves as an aid in dismounting the
firing pin; (3) rectangular cut in stock which serves
as a rear sling attachment; and (4) the grooved
bayonet stud extending forward from the front
barrel retaining band.

318786 0--54 -- 5
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7.92-mm Karabiner M98K Mauser Rifle

RECOGNITION FEATURES

ROTATING-,PULL BOLT HANDLE TANGENT V- NTCH REAR SIGHT

GR~OOV D BAYON I FISIINC CLE~NIN ROD

BOLT TO REAR
R OUND CLIP

HOLE FOR INSERTON OF FIRING
PIN WHJPILE BOL1T IS DISASSEMLSED

I

LOADING

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation-------------------______ Manually operated, turning bolt action
Caliber----------------------------_____7.92-mm(caL .312)
Weight (including sling):

Unloaded------------------------_______ 4.2kg (9.21 lb)
Loaded-------------------------________ 4.3 kg (9.3161lb)

Length over-all:
With bayonet--------------------_______ 125cm(49.5in)
W/o bayonet---------------------l____ lOcm (43.5in)

Length ofbarrel----------------------_______ 61 cm (23.5 in)
Feeding device-------------------__________ 5-round, single column clip
Sights:

Front--------------------------_____Pyramidal blade
Rear---------------------------_________ Tangent leaf, open V-notch, graduated 100-2,000 m in

100 m increments
Muzzle velocity----------------------_______ 755 m/s (2,477 ft/s)w/"s" heavy ball.
Effective rate of fire------------------_____ 9-10 rpm
Effective range__---------_________--------400m (440yd)
Ammunition------------------------_______German "s" heavy ball 7.92-mm

7.92-mm "SiK" AP and "S. m. K. L." AP tracer
7.92-mm "SiE" Iron-cored ball
7.92-mm "SiE" Lg-cored ball
7.92-mm "SmK.H" tungsten-carbide AP

_ ___ ____
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7.92-mm Model 43 Semi-Automatic Rifle

(KARABINER 43 (GEWEHR 43))

This rifle is a semi-automatic, gas-operated, air-
cooled, magazine-fed, shoulder weapon. The
original designation was the Gewehr 43, but this
nomenclature was later changed to Karabiner 43.

It is a simplified and improved development of
the 41M and 41W, earlier World War II German
models. The major changes are that the M43:
(1) Uses principally forgings and stampings
rather than machined parts; (2) is lighter and
better balanced; (3) employs a better system of
gas operation, a gas vent and gas piston being
used rather than a gas trap assembly and long

piston rod; and (4) does not have a bayonet stud
for use of a bayonet.

Salient recognition features of this rifle are:
(1) Location of telescopic sight base on right side
of the receiver near the rear; (2) a high ramp-
type front sight base; (3) an enlarged trigger
guard to permit the firer to wear heavy gloves;
and (4) three-eighths of an inch of the muzzle is
threaded for attachment of a flash hider.

This rifle is in service in the Czechoslovak Army
as a sniper rifle.

_ __ _s_
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7.92-mm Model 43 Semi-Automatic Rifle (Gewehr 43)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

HIGH. RAMP-TYPE
FRONT SIGHT

SLOT FOR
ATTACHtNG

SLING

)ED
L:E

A PG F
TRIGER
GUlARD3

AITTACHMEI XN TFHRF
FOR LNG h UJ

REMOVABLE
ID ROND CLEANING ROD

DETAHABLE
BO>T t G7INE

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation---------------- ----- ---- Gas-operated, air-cooled, magazine-fed semi-automatic
Caliber----------------------------_____7.92-mm (cal. .312)
Weight: (incl. sling, bayonet)

Unloaded_____________------------------ 4 kg (9 lb. aprx)
Loaded-------------------------_____4.5 kg (10 lb aprx)

Length over-all ---------------------------- 112 cm (44.2 in)
Length of barrel ---------------------------- 56 cm (22 in)
Feeding device-------_ _ _--------- ___ ___ _10-round detachable box magazine
Sights:

Front---------------------------_____Flat-top blade
Rear---------------------------_________ Tangent, U-notch; graduated 100-1,200 m in 100 m

increments (equipped for telescopic sight)
Muzzle velocity ------------------------ - - 745 i/sec (2,445 fps)
Effective rate of fire-------------------______ 30 rpm
Effective range_----------------------_____400m (440 yd)
Ammunition------------------------______ Standard German 7.92-mm ammunition

OPERATING
BOL HANDLE

I I_ I _ _ _ _____
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7.92-mm M42 (FG42) Automatic Rifle

(7.92-mm FALLSCHIRMJAGERGEWEHR 42)

This weapon, referred to very often as the
German "Paratroop" rifle, is designed more like a
light machine gun than a rifle. It is gas-operated,
has selective automatic or semi-automatic fire, is
fitted with a permanently attached folding bipod,
and is fed from a 20-round magazine. It was
originally designed for use by parachute troops as
an automatic rifle, but it can be used as a light
machine gun or as a machine carbine.

The FG42 underwent extensive tests and pro-
gressed through several design stages before a
final model was adopted by the German High

Command. It was late 1944 before the rifle was
finally introduced in combat in significant num-
bers. It is fitted for a bayonet, compensator,
telescopic sight, and rifle grenade launcher.

The salient recognition features of this weapon
are: (1) A horizontal box magazine which feeds
from the left side of the weapon; (2) a pronounced
rearward slope of the hand grip; (3) the attached
folding bipod; (4) folding post-type sights; and
(5) a selector lever on the left side of the trigger
housing permitting settings for automatic or semi-
automatic fire or for "safe".

_ _I

i
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7.92-mm M42 (FG42) Automatic Rifle

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation__------------------- -- Gas-operated, air-cooled, selective automatic or semi-

automatic fire
Caliber .------- --------------------- 7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight (incl. sling, bipod, and bayonet):

Unloaded------_____________-------- 4.9 kg (10.5 lb)
Loaded_______--------- -------------- 5.5kg (11.5 Ib)

Length over-all:
With bayonet--------------------____110 cm (43.5 in)
W/o bayonet_------------ _----- _----_ 98cm (38.5in)

Length of barrel_ _--.-----------------.. 48 cm (19 in)
Feeding device-----. - -- _----- --------_ 20-round magazine
Sights:

Front--___- ---.. ------- ----------_ (Both have special folding post sights
Rear Graduated 100-1,200 m

Muzzle velocity---------_____________ - _ 750 m/s (2,461 fps)
Effective rate of fire-------------------___Semiautomatic 20 rpm; auto 40-60 rpm
Effective range ------------------------ 400 m(440 yd)
Ammunition------------------------___. Standard German 7.92-mm automatic

COVERSICOMP NSATOR

SKETCH NO. 2
IMPROVED VERSION

BIPOD LEGS
(FOLD BACKWARDS)

FOREND

REFOLDING
'REAR SIGHT

S BIPOD LEGS
(FOLD FORWARD) SKETCH NO.1



D. MACHINE GUNS

7.92-mm Machine Gun Model 42 (MG 42)
(MASCHINENGEWEHR 42)

The MG 42 replaced the MG 34 as the standard
dual-purpose machine gun of the German Army in
World War II. It is similar in appearance and
use to the MG 34, but it is easier to manufacture
and has a less finished appearance. Like the MG
34, the MG 42 can be fired from a bipod, a tripod,
or an AA mount. It has a higher automatic rate
of fire than the MG 34 and is less accurate than
the MG 34 when fired in long bursts. It has a
quick-change barrel removable from the breech
end of the weapon and a relatively simple field-
stripping procedure.

The MG 42 employs the recoil-operated prin-
ciple, assisted by a muzzle recoil booster. It is
belt- or drum-fed from the left side only. Best

results are obtained when fired in short bursts of
five to seven rounds, since the high rate of fire
causes wide dispersion in longer bursts. The
mounts are not interchangeable with those of the
MG 34, although they are very similar in appear-
ance. Large quantities of these weapons were
captured by the Soviets during World War II,
and sizable numbers probably are still held in
reserve stocks.

Salient recognition features are: (1) The rec-
tangular shape of the receiver and perforated
barrel jacket; (2) folding leaf rear sight, which
slides on ramp; (3) plastic pistol grip and shoulder
stock; and (4) the large grooved operating handle
on the right side of the receiver.

GERMANY

___p~ II ___C~ __
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7.92-mm Machine Gun Model 42 (MG 42)
RECOGNITION FEATURES

FOLDING LEAF REAR
SIGHT

TUBULAR
GUN SUPPORT

CUSHIONS FOR
BACK REST

TE TCISGIC
SIGHT

TELECOPIC SIrG:,H
MOUNT ON TRIPOD

TRAVERSING
-'HAND LEVER

____________ ELEVATING
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FOLDING
FRONT
SIGHT
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FOLDING LEAF
REAR SIGHT

GEAR

STAMPED
RECTANGULAR

RECEIVER

RECTANGULAR
PERFORATED

BARREL JACKET

FOLDING
BIPOD

AMMlUI TION'
FEEEDWAY

PLASTIC
PISTOL

GRIP

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation-------------------______ Short recoil with muzzle blast assist, automatic fire only
System of cooling --------------------------- Air
Caliber-____________________________________ 7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight:

Without mount_________________________ 10.6 kg (23.2 lb)
With bipod_____________________________ 11.6 kg (25.5 lb)
With tripod--_________________________ 29.7 kg (65.5 Ib)
With antiaircraft tripod_________________ 18.3 kg (40.4 lb)

Length over-all --------------------------- 122 cm (48 in)
Feed device_____________________________----50-round metallic nondisintegrating link belt, usually

linked in 250-round belt
Sights:

Front___________________________________ Inverted V on a folding base
Rear__________-_______________________--Tangent leaf, open V-notch graduated from 200 to 2,000

meters in 100-meter increments
A separate antiaircraft rear sight can be attached to the

rear sight base and a ring sight fitted to the barrel
jacket

Muzzle velocity - _______
Practical rate of fire

Effective range. --------

Ammunition

A telescopic sight may be used when the gun is used on
the tripod as a heavy machine gun

_______________ 740 m/s (2,475fps)
------------------ 250 rpm (when used as a light machine gun)

500 rpm (when used as a heavy machine gun)
__________________ 550 m (600 yd as light machine gun)

2,000 m (2,200 yd as a heavy machine gun)
---------------- All standard German 7.92-mm rimless ammunition

PLASTC
S HODULD ER

STOCKItfodE~
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7.92-mm Machine Gun Model 34 (MG 34)
(MASCH1NENGEWEHR 34 (MG 34))

This weapon was the original standard World
War II dual-purpose machine gun of the German
Army. Although it was replaced by the improved
version, the MG 42, it was still used in large
numbers until VE-day.

It may be used on a bipod as a light machine
gun, on a tripod as a heavy machine gun, or on an
AA mount as an antiaircraft machine gun. It
was also modified to fire from tanks and other
vehicles. Although this gun has a very high rate
of fire, it is not particularly accurate when fired
full automatic because of its light weight. The
weapon has a quick-change barrel and can be
easily disassembled in the field; however, the
over-all complicated design and necessity for fine
adjustments lessen its reliability.

This weapon works on the short-recoil principle
and is belt- or magazine-fed from the left side

normally; it can be fed from the right side by the
substitution of a special feed arm in the feed cover.
Selective automatic or semiautomatic fire is pro-
vided by a double-fingered trigger; pressing the
top part permits a single shot fire and pressing the
bottom part permits full automatic fire. The
air-cooling system is effective since the open-bolt
principle allows air to circulate through the breech
opening and the barrel between shots. Large
numbers of this weapon were captured by the
Soviets in World War II and may still be held in
reserve stocks.

Salient recognition features are: (1) The per-
forated air-jacket; (2) plastic pistol grips and
double-fingered trigger; (3) folding front and rear
sights; (4) cylindrical operating handle in right
side of receiver; and (5) short, bulky shape of
plastic shoulder stock.



7.92-mm Machine Gun Model 34 (MG 34)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

GERMANY

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation------------------------ Short recoil, assisted by muzzle blast, semi- and full-

automatic fire
System of cooling-------------------------- Air
Caliber---------------------------------7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight:

Weight without m m---------------- 11 kg (24.2 ib)
Weight with bipod-------------------- 12 kg (26.4 lb)
Weight with bipod and tripod---------- 35.6 kg (78.4 Ib)

Length over-all---------------------------- 122cm (48.2 in)
Feeding devices---------------------------- 50-round metallic, nondisintegrating link belt, usually

linked in 250-round belt; 75-round saddle-type drum;
50-round belt drums

Sights:
Front---------------------------------- Folding blade
Rear---------------------------------- Vertical leaf with open V-notch graduated from 200-2,000

meters (220-2,200 yards) in 100-meter increments; an
aperture rear sight for use with a "cart-wheel" type
antiaircraft front sight; a telescope sight is used on the
heavy machine gun tripod mount

Muzzle velocity--------------------------- 755 m/s (2,480 fps)
Practical rate of fire-----------------------100-120 rounds per minute as light machine gun; 300

rounds per minute when used as heavy machine gun
Effective range:

As heavy machine gun--------------- 3,501 m (3,827 yd)
As a light machine gun--------------- 550 m (600 yd)

Ammunition------------------------------All standard German 7.92-mm rimless ammunition

CYLINDRICAL FOLDING SIGHTS-
OPERATING HANDLE

BUTT
STOCK
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7.92-mm Maxim Light Machine Guns MG 08/15 and 08/18

(MASCHINENGEWEHR 08/15 and 08/18)

The 08/15 machine gun was standard in the
German Army in World War I. It was still in
use as a second-line weapon in World War II, and
large quantities of reserve stocks were captured
by the Soviet Army. Although it lacks the im-
proved characteristics found in later machine guns,
the MG 08/15 has certain basic characteristics
which still make it an effective weapon. It is a
water-cooled weapon fitted with a rifle-type
shoulder stock and designed to be carried by one
man. However, the water-cooled barrel adds to
the weight and required maintenance.

The machine gun is fed from the right side only,
from either a box magazine or a metal drum.
When the gun is loaded, and the manual safety set
on "F" (Feuer-Fire) pressing the trigger will fire
the gun as long as cartridges are fed into the cham-
ber. Changing the barrel requires removal of

most of the receiver parts, dropping the shoulder
stock down, and withdrawing the barrel to the
rear.

Another Maxim light machine gun, the 08/18,
is practically identical with the model 08/15 ex-
cept that it has no water jacket. To reduce
weight it was fitted with an air-cooled heavy barrel
with a slotted barrel jacket. The barrel has a
carrying handle fitted just forward of the feed
block. With these exceptions, the gun is identical
with the MG 08/15.

Salient recognition features of the MG 08/15 are:
(1) The circular water jacket; (2) the large rec-
tangular shape of receiver; (3) the wooden rifle-
type shoulder stock; (4) the feed opening on right
side of receiver; (5) the irregular-shaped operating
handle on right side of the receiver; and (6) the
pistol-type hand grip.
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7.92-mm Maxim Light Machine Gun Model 08/15

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CIRCULAR

SLING

CARRYING FRONT
HANDLE SIGHT
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FOUND ON 08/18 MACHINE GUNS
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CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation....................------------------- Recoil operated; automatic fire only
System of cooling............--------------------- M08/15 water-cooled
Caliber .......................---------------------------- 7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight:

With bipod mount................-----------------. 15.5 kg (34 lb aprx)
With tripod mount_ ---------------- 23.5 kg (52 lb aprx)

Length over-all, including flash hider- .... 110 cm (43 in. aprx)
Feeding device ....------------------------ 100 and 200 rd web belts-loaded in drum magazine or

fed from open box

Fixed post
Radial leaf with a V-notch; graduated from 400 to 2,000

meters (437 to 2,200 yd. aprx)
755 m/s (2,480 fps)
521 m (600 yd)
7.92-mm German service types

Sights:
Front....... .... .... .... ... .......
Rear .. _ _ - .. .-... .. . .- . .. .--

M uzzle velocity ------- ---- ---- ---- ----
Effective range_.----------
Ammunition.. ---------
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7.92-mm Machine Gun MG 08, Maxim

(SCHWERES MASCHINENGEWEHR 08) (SMG 08)

This weapon was widely used by the German
Army in World War I, and up to shortly before
World War II, when it was replaced by the MG 34.
During World War II it was used as a second-line
weapon. It is still held in reserve by several
Soviet satellites. It can be considered in the
heavy machine gun class.

The MG 08 is cooled by water contained in a
jacket surrounding the barrel. Single-shot fire
can be obtained only by quick pull and release of

the trigger- otherwise, full automatic fire is ob-
tained. Feeding is from the right side by a 100-
or 250-round fabric belt. The two spade grips on
the rear of the receiver are similar to those on the
U. S. cal..50 machine gun.

Salient recognition features are: (1) The irregu-
lar-shaped crank handle; (2) circular water jacket
around the barrel; (3) feed opening in right side
of receiver; (4) twin spade grips at rear of receiver;
and (5) the split-thumb trigger with safety lever.

_ _
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7.92-mm Machine Gun MG 08 (Maxim)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

FOLDING

SIGHT

EIECTIOP .

PORTNF

OPERATING
SPRING COVER

LOCKING-
PIN

FLASH
ELIMINATOR

WATER JACKET
DRAIN PLUG
AND CHAIN

ADJUSTMENT
ARC FOR

FRONT LEGS

System of operation.---

CHARACTERISTICS
---------------- Recoil operated, automatic fire only

System of cooling------------------------ Water
Caliber---------------------------------7.92-mm (.312 in)
Weight:

With sled mount---------------------66.4 ke (146.4 Ib)
With tripod mount-------------------- 58.4 kg (128.81lb)
Gun only------------------------------ 20 kg (44 lb)

Length over-all (gun only) --------- ------ 1.1 m (43 in)
Feeding device----------------------------- Fabric belt in 100-250 round lengths
Sights:

Front---------------------------------- Fixed blade, adjustable laterally
Rear----------------------------------- Folding leaf with adjustable sliding cross bar with open V

graduated from 400-2,000 meters in 100-meter incre-
ments

Muzzle velocity- - - -
Practical rate of fire------------------------ 250 rpm
Effective range---------------------------- 900 m (aprx) 1,000 yd direct fire; 3,500 m (3,800 yd) with

telescopic sight
Ammunition------------------------------All 7.92-mm Mauser service types

_ __
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E. MORTARS

81-mm Model 1934 Medium Mortar
(8CM SCHWERE GRANATWERFER 34) (8cm sGr.W34)

This mortar was the standard heavy infantry
mortar of the German Army in World War II.
It is a conventional smooth-bore, muzzle-loading
mortar, and basically is similar to the U. S. 81-mm
mortar. It is equipped with an optical panoramic
sight, the R. A. 35, mounted on the left side of
the bipod. The mortar breaks down into three
man loads or one horse-drawn cart load.

Ammunition which can be fired by this weapon
is: The standard German 81-mm round; the re-
bounding ("Bouncing Betty") round, which deto-
nates in the air after hitting the ground; and
United States, French, Italian, and Dutch 81-mm
types. One interesting feature of this mortar is

the manual safety located in the spherical projec-
tion of the tube, which allows the fixing pin to be
retracted away from the propelling cartridge in
event of a misfire.

Salient recognition features of this weapon are:
(1) The cross-leveling handwheel on the guide tube
between the bipod legs; (2) the rectangular base-
plate having only one socket for the breech end of
the tube; (3) the safety bolt in the spherical pro-
jection of the tube; (4) the rectangular-shaped
shock absorbing mechanism on the bipod; and (5)
the elevating handle on the reverse side of the
elevating mechanism.
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81-mm Model 1934 Medium Mortar

RECOGNITION FEATURES

RECTANGULAR TUBE
SHOCK ABSORBER ,CRYN

MECHANISM RINGC

TRAVERSING ______________

HAND WHEELMON

RECTANGULAR CRYN
BIPO>D HEAD HANDLE

GROOVED
CROSS LEVELING

HANDWHEEL FLAT, RECTANGULAR
BASE PLATE

LEGS SINGLE BASE
CAP SOCKET

CHARACTERISTICS
I. PHYSICAL DATA

Caliber-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 81.4-m m (3.2 in)
Method ofloading-----------------------------------------Muzzle loading
Method offiring---------------------------------------- -- Drop fire
Weight in firing position------------------------------------. 56.7 kg (124 lb aprx)
Component weights, including harness:

Bipod assembly------------------------------- 18.3 kg (40 lb aprx)

Base plate assembly_ --------------------------------------20.4 kg (44 lb aprx)
Barrel assembly -------- .-------------------------------- 20.4 kg (44 lb aprx)
Sight w ith ease------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 1.7 kg (4 lb aprx)
Two loaded ammunition cases (8 rounds) ------- - ------ 29 kg (64 lb aprx)

Elevation limits--------------------------------------------------700 to 1,600 mils
Traverse limits ----------------------------------- 160 to 260 mils (140)

II. AMMUNITION (main types and projectile weights)
HE with Wgr 34 fuze--------------------------------------- 3.5 kg (7.7 lb aprx)
HE with Wgr 38 fuze------------------------ -------------- 3.2 kg (7.5 lb aprx)
HE with Wgr 39 fuze---------------------------------------3.2 kg (7.51lb aprx)
Smoke with Wgr 38 Deut ---------------------------------- 3.5 kg (7.7 lb aprx)

III. PERFORMANCE
Maximum range with HE---------------------------------- 2,400 m (2,625 yd)
Minimum range with HE ----------------------------------- 55 m (60 yds)
Muzzle velocity:

With HE (maximum--------------------------------(Aprx) 174 m/s (570 fps)
With HE (minimum)--------------------------------(Aprx) 75.1 m/s (246 fps)

Rate of fire--------------------------- --------- 18 to 36 rpm
Fragmentation radius of HE shell:

Versus standing targets-----------------------------. 32 m (35 yd aprx)
Versus prone targets--------------------- ------------ 18 m (18 yd aprx)



F. INFANTRY ANTITANK WEAPONS

88-mm Recoilless Antitank Rocket Launcher M54
(RAKETENPANZERBtCHSE 54 [PzB54])

The Recoilless Antitank Launcher Model 54, a
shoulder weapon consisting of a metal tube 64%
inches long, is generally fired by a two-man crew.
It is similar in appearance and operation to the
United States 3.5 inch "Bazooka", except for
the face shield forward of the trigger mechanism
on the Model 54 launcher.

This launcher is an improved version of the
Racketenpanzerbiichse Model 43. The Model 54
incorporates a "clip-on" face shield to protect the
firer, better ballistic characteristics both in range
and armor penetration, and a greater degree of
reliability under adverse combat conditions.

A muzzle rest may be clipped to the barrel
immediately behind the front sight bracket. The
front sight is adjustable for use with either the
two rounds, i. e., a summer round and a winter
round. The rear sight is graduated left and right
of center for sightings on targets at speeds of 15
and 30 kilometers per hour. The launcher is
equipped with a web carrying sling.

When the projectile is fired, the "back-blast" of
flame reaches a length of about 16 feet; for this
reason, it is a dangerous weapon to fire, unless the
firer is thoroughly trained or is protected with
protective clothing if the face shield is not used.

This weapon has a self-contained and very
simple electric-thrust generator which is built
into the weapon to provide the necessary spark
to ignite the propelling charge. This feature
eliminates the use of batteries.

The low muzzle velocity of the projectile has
no effect on the efficiency of the shaped-charge
projectile.

This weapon, although limited in range, pro-
vides excellent armor penetration at ranges up
to 165 yards.

This weapon can be recognized by: (1) The
clip-on face shield; (2) the thrust generator located
just forward of the shoulder rest; (3) the muzzle
rest behind the front sight; and (4) the metal
hand grip which incloses the trigger mechanism.

GERMANY

~I
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88-mm Recoilless Antitank Rocket Launcher M54

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation------------------------ Electrically fired rocket
Caliber- ------------------------------ 88-mm (3.5 in)
Weight, unloaded-------------------------- 9 kg (20.5 Ib)
Length over-all----------------------------- 166 cm (64.5 in)
Feeding device----------------------------- Hand loaded from rear of launcher, single shot
Sights:

Front---------------------------------- Welded to tube with two settings +20° C. for summer
ammunition and -250 C. for winter ammunition

Rear----------------------------------- Fixed, with notched V- graduations of 15 and 30 kilo-
meters per hr, left and rigbt of center

Maximum effective range------------------ 150.7 m (165 yd aprx)
Ammunition:

Weight of round (shaped charge) -------- 3.3 kg (7.1 lb aprx)
Total weight (3 rounds to a box) w/case- 10 kg (22 lb aprx)
(There are two types of ammunition, one round for winter use [temperature range -40° to +300 C.];

and one round for summer use [temperature range -5° to +500 C.])
Muzzle velocity--------------------------- 105.8 i/s (346 fps aprx)
Armor penetration:

Angle of attack Range Penetration

30°--------------------------------120m (132 yd)-------- --------------- 216 mm (8.5 in aprx)

AMMUNITION
REAR SIGHT WEB SLING ( RETAINING CLIP

FRONT SIGHT

MUZZLE

IGNITION CABLE
MUZZLE REST FACE SHIELD IGNITIONCABLE

HANDGRIP TRIGGER MECHANISM

GRADUATIONS FOR +20°C -SUMMER AMMUNITION
-25C -WINTER AMMUNITION

REARSIGHT GRADUATIONS
15 AND 30 KILOMETERSCFO . PERHOURREMOVABLE

PER HOUR WINDOW OVERALL LENGTH 251/2 IN.-

SAFETY PIN A K +
TUBE CLIP OGIVEINo IT . N ELECTRIC PIEPRIMER

FACESHIELD TAIL FIN ASSEMBLY
MUZZLE REST MARKING ON WINTER ROUND ASSEMBLY

l
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Recoilless Antitank Grenade Launcher 100

(PANZERFAUST 100)

The Recoilless Antitank Grenade Launcher
Model 100 was one of a series of Panzerfausts used
by the Germans in World War II. The other
significant models, with the same principle of
operation and very similar in appearance, were
the Klein 30 and the Panzerfaust 30 and 60.
Major differences were in tube weight and maxi-
mum range. These weapons resulted from the
German requirement for an effective antitank
weapon that could be handled by one person.
These weapons consist principally of an open-end
metal tube projector with integral firing mecha-
nism and propellant charge, and a hollow-charge
antitank grenade which is fitted onto the muzzle
end of the projector. The tube projector is not
reloadable and is discarded after a single grenade
is discharged. One model, the 150, was developed
in early 1945 which was reloadable, but it was not
employed in significant numbers by German
troops.

For loading and firing, the spring steel fins on
the tail of the grenade are rolled around the shaft
and the grenade is fitted onto the muzzle end of
the tube. The fuze safety pin is withdrawn, and
the metal sighting rail on the projector is raised
to a vertical position. The weapon is then hand-
cocked, sighted, and the actuator depressed. This
causes an ignition of the propellant charge which
in turn discharges the grenade. The tail fins
spring outward and stabilize the grenade during
flight.

Salient recognition features are: (1) Lack of
hand-grips on the projector; (2) the folding sight
along the top of the tube; (3) small pointed stud
on the grenade, which is used as a front sight;
(4) the spring steel fins on the tail of the grenade;
and (5) the two propellant charges in the projec-
tor, separated by an air gap for staggered ignition.
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Recoilless Antitank Grenade Launcher 100

RECOGNITION FEATURES

METAL TUBE PROJECTOR
FOLDING SIGHT

ACTUATOR MECHANISM

OPEN MUZZLE AIR SPACE

NO HANDGRIPS

-- OPEN BREECH

INTEGRAL PROPELLANT CHARGES

GRENADE INSERTED INTO PROJECTOR

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation........---------..........----------. Recoilless
Caliber--.................---------------------------... 149.5-mm (5.89 in)
Weight, unloaded -- ------------------ 7.2 kg (15 lb aprx)
Length, over-all.------------- ------------
Feeding device.........................----------------------- Single shot, projector discarded after one shot
Sights:

Front --------------------------- Flat top post, fixed on grenade head
Rear.............----------------------------. Folding leaf sight graduated for 50 m, 100 m and 150 m

ranges
Maximum effective range----------------- 150 m (164 yd, aprx)
Effective rate of fire----------------------- 1 rpm
Ammunition.

Weight of round----........--...........------------ 3.2 kg (6.7 lb aprx)
Muzzle velocity.......--.....------------------... 62 m/s (204 fps)
Armor penetration:

Angle of attack Range Penetration

300...--.......---------...................................................------------------------------------------------------ 1 200 mm (7.8 in)
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G. GRENADES

Egg-Type Hand Grenade M39

(EIHANDGRANATE)

This grenade was a standard infantry grenade
of the German Army in World War II. It was
manufactured in two sizes, standard and large.
Although an offensive type depending on blast for
effect, it can be fitted with a fragmentation jacket
to increase its casualty-producing capability. This
grenade was used frequently as a booby trap, by
replacing the delay tube with a nondelay friction
igniter, causing immediate detonation when the
friction wire of the igniter was pulled.

The M39 (standard weight) grenade consists of
a thin egg-shaped case with igniter and delay
column. The upper end of the friction wire is

attached to the knob of the grenade. Unscrewing
and pulling the knob cause the friction wire to
ignite the 4-5 second delay column. The column
in turn, initiates the detonation which sets off the
explosive filler.

Salient recognition featui es of the grenade are:
(1) Its egg shape; (2) the projecting igniter knob
on top; (3) the circular flaDge around the circum-
ference; (4) the metal carrying ring in the bottom
of the grenade; and (5) the turned-down winged
nut below the knob. (Early models did not have
the latter two parts.)
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Egg-Type Hand Grenade, M39

RECOGNITION FEATURES

BRIGHT BLUE
BALL CAP

PULL CORD

NUT

FRICTION
COM POSITION BUSHING

PULL:i ~ BLACK

:;::' j" : POWDER
WIRE : DELAY

GRENADE BODY CLM

HE

DETONATOR
DETONATOR WELL

CHARACTERISTICS
Type------------------------------------Offensive
Method of operation----------------------- Manually cocked, time delay element
Weight: (Standard)

With fragmentation jacket ------------ Not availahle
W/o fragmentation jacket ------------- 227-284 Or. (8-10 oz)

Length over-all ---------------------------- 5 cm (3 in)
Fuze delay time--------------------------- 4-5 seconds
Average range--------------------- ------ 30-40 m (32-43 yd)
Effective fragmentation radius:

With fragmentation jacket----------- 15-20 m aprx (16-21 yd)
W/o fragmentation jacket------------- 6-8 m aprx (6.5 to 8.7 yd, aprx)

ft
_ _ _
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Stick Hand Grenade M39
(STIELHANDGRANATE 39)

The M39 grenade was one of several offensive
stick-type hand grenades used by the Germans
in World War II. The head consists of a thin-
gauge steel cover containing the bursting charge.
This is screwed onto a hollow wooden handle
through which runs a cord. This cord connects
to a friction pull igniter at one end and to a porce-
lain ball in a metal cap at the other end.

To operate the grenade, the metal cap on the
end of the wooden handle is unscrewed, the porce-
lain ring removed, and the grenade thrown. Re-

moval of the porcelain ball causes initiation of the
friction igniter which sets off the detonator,
followed by the bursting charge. There is a 4-5
second delay between removal of the porcelain ring
and the explosion.

Salient recognition features of the Model 39
grenade are: (1) The wooden handle with metal
cap, (2) the double flange on the bottom of the
head, and (3) the smooth metal head.

A metal fragmentation jacket may be fitted
over the metal head for greater fragmentation.
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Stick Hand Grenade M39

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
Type--- ---------------------------- Offensive
Method of operation_____-__________________ Manually cocked, time delay element
Weight:

With fragmentation jacket______________ 625-675 g (aprx)-(1.3-1.5 lbs)
W/o fragmentation jacket_______________ 500 g (1.2 Ib)

Length over-all __-------------------__________ 36 cm (14 in)
Diameter of head _________________________ 7 cm (2.7 in)
Fuze delay time___________________________ 4-5 seconds
Average range-------------------------- 30 yd
Effective fragmentation radius:

With fragmentation jacket______________ 9-14 m (10-15 yd, aprx)
W/o fragmentation jacket______________.. 5-6 m (6-7 yd, aprx)
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GLOSSARY OF JAPANESE TERMS
Transliteration of Japanese Terms

SH IK I ..........
KEIKIKANJU_ _
KENJU _ _ _----
JUKIKANJU_ _
JUYONEN _ _
KYUKYU SHIKI KEIKI
KYUROKU SHIKI KEIKI_
SHURYUDAN_______
KYUKYU SHIKI TANSHOJU__
KYUNANA SHIKI KYOKUSHA

HOHEIHO.
KYUNI SHIKI JUKIKANJU_
JUKIKANJU DANYAKU_
KYUNI SHIKI FUTSU JIPPO-
SHOHAKUGEKIHO__
KIJU-_ ___ ___
HOHEIJU________

English Meaning

Type (model)
Light machine gun
Pistol
Heavy machine gun
14th year (1925)
Type 99 light machine gun
Type 96 light machine gun
Hand grenade
Type 99 short rifle
Type 97 high-angle infantry gun

Type 92 heavy machine gun
Type 92 heavy machine gun ammunition
Type 92 ordinary ball ammunition
Small trench mortar
Carbine
Infantry rifle
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A. PISTOLS

8-mm Pistol Type 14 (1925)

(JUYONEN SHIKI YENJU)

Q

The model 14 pistol is a semiautomatic, recoil-
operated, magazine-fed weapon. It closely re-
sembles the Nambu pistol but can be distinguished
from that weapon by: (1) Absence of a grip
safety; (2) absence of the folding leaf rear sight;
(3) the large circular, ribbed cocking piece; and (4)
the safety lever located on the left side of the
receiver above the trigger guard. It also some-
what resembles the German Luger pistol, but the
locking design is more like that of the German
7.63-mm Mauser and the Italian 9-mm Glisenli.

This pistol was replacing the original Nabu

pistol as the standard hand weapon in the Japanese
Army at the end of World War II.

Large numbers of these weapons were acquired
by the Chinese Communists at the end of World
War II. Although some of these weapons have
been recovered in Korea, they probably are re-
placed by the standard Soviet pistols.

The Type 14 can be recognized by: (1) The
large circular, ribbed cocking piece; (2) the en-
larged trigger guard; and (3) the safety lever on
the left side of the receiver above the trigger guard.
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8-mm Pistol Type 14 (1925)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation .........
Caliber_
Weight:

Unloaded---------
Loaded ----------

Length over-all- ...........
Length of barrel
Feeding device .............................
Sights:

Front.....---- ----------------
Rear----_-

Muzzle velocity -----
Effective rate of fire...------------------
Effective range------------------------
Ammunition__. - -

Recoil; semiautomatic
8-mm (.315 in)

910 g (2 lb aprox)
943 g (2.2 lb aprox)
230 m (9 in aprox)
115-mm (4.5 in)
8 round magazine

Inverted V-notch
Open V-notch, nonadjustable
290 m/s (950 fps)
8 rounds in 18-25 seconds
50 m (55 yd aprox)
8-mm ball; semirimmed, bottlenecked case

_ __
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C. RIFLES AND CARBINES

7.7-mm Rifle, Type 99 (1939)
(KYUKYU TANSHOJU)

KY

j

This simple, bolt-action rifle was designed to
meet the need for a more powerful weapon when
the standard Japanese 6.5-mm rifle proved lacking
in killing power. It was one of the standard
rifles used by the Japanese during World War II.
The action of this rifle is of the Mauser type but
cocks on the closing stroke of the bolt. To
facilitate mass production of this weapon the
bolt cover, butt plate, floor plate, and follower are
stamped.

Large numbers of these rifles were obtained by the

Chinese Communists at the end of World War II.
Many were converted to fire 7.92-mm ammunition.
Some of these weapons were captured in Korea,
but they are being replaced in increasing numbers
by the Soviet M1891/30 and the M1944 carbine.

The Model 99 can be recognized by: (1) A
folding monopod attached to the lower stock band;
(2) the rear sight, which has two folding arms that
can be opened for use when firing on aircraft; (3)
the stamped bolt cover; and (4) the steel cleaning
rod fitted under the barrel.

_ __
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7.7-mm Rifle, Type 99 (1939)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation ------------------------ Manually operated; turning bolt
Caliber--------------------------------- 7.7-mm (.303 in)
Weight:

Unloaded (wfo sling or bayonet)-----3.9 kg (8.3 lb aprx)
Loaded (w/sling, w/o bayonet)---------- 4 kg (8.8 lb aprx)

Length over-all:
Without bayonet---------------------- 114 cm (45 in aprx)
With bayonet-------------------------- 165 cm (65 in aprx)

Length of barrel--------------------------- 65 cm (28.8 in aprx)
Feeding device----------------------------- 5-round box magazine
Sights:

Front---------------------------------- Inverted V
Rear--------------------------------.-- Leaf and slide, graduated from 300 to 1,500 meters; no

windage adjustment; folding arms to use in antiair-
craft fire; peep-battle sight set for 300 meters

Muzzle velocity---------------------------- 702 m/s (2,300 fps, aprx)
Effective rate of fire------------------------ 8 to 10 rpm
Effective range ---------------------------- 548 m (600 yd aprx for individual targets)
Ammunition-----------------------------Japanese 7.7-mm M99 rimless ball, armor-piercing and

incendiary

SAFETYXCATCH SLING

SWIVEL

/

SLING SWIVEL !, 
Z.o"A

CLEANING

ROD) MONOPOD IN

FCIDED POSITION

k.___________ FLOOR PLATE

RELEASE
STANDARD 20 INCH
INFANTRY BAYONET

FOLDING ANTIAIRCRAFT
SIGHT ARMS OPEN POSITION

STAMPED BOLT COVER
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D. MACHINE GUNS

6.5-mm Light Machine Gun Type 96 (1936)
(KYURONKU SHIKI KEIKI)

The Type 96 light machine gun is based on the
French Hotchkiss design. It is similar in appear-
ance to the British BREN gun and the Czecho-
slovak ZB model light machine guns. The lock-
ing mechanism is the same as that employed in
the Russian SIMONOV M1936 Rifle. It is a gas
operated, air-cooled, magazine-fed weapon. A bi-
pod is fitted for prone firing. The gun fires auto-
matic fire only and uses special reduced charge
ammunition. Although the Type 96 was the most
widely used light machine gun in the Japanese

Army during World War II, it was being gradually
replaced by the 7.7-mm Type 99 light machine
gun. It is fitted for a 2.5 power optical sight for
antiaircraft fire.

The Type 36 can be recognized by: (1) The
carrying handle directly in front of the receiver;
(2) the cocking handle on the left of the receiver;
(3) the swinging-arm quick-change barrel release
located just behind the carrying handle; (4) the
folding bipod; and (5) the prominent body locking
pin on the rear of the receiver.
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6.5-mm Light Machine Gun Type 96 (1936)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

BLOCK FOR
TELESCOPIC

SIGHT

RANGE DRUM
AND SIGHT CARRYING

HANDLE GAS REGULATOR

BAREL

COCKING; RELEASE"

HANDLE MAGAZNE
CATCH .

SAFETY BPQ

BODY LOCKING PIN-,
BAYONET

STUD

GAS CYLINDER

30 RD CURVED
MAGAZINE

CHARACTERISTICS
System of operation___ _ _- _____ _ __ __ __ _Gas operated, automatic fire only
System of cooling________________ _______ Air
Caliber-----------------------------____ 6.5-mm (.256 in)
Weight:

With loaded magazine ---------------- 9.2 kg (20 lb aprx)
Without loaded magazine (estimated) -- 8.5 kg (18.6 lb aprx)

Length over-all:
Without hayone _____________________-- 105 cm (41.5 in aprx)
With bayonet ------------------------- 135 cm (53.2 in aprx)
With flash eliminator___-______________ 119 cm (47 in)

Feeding device------------------------------ 30 round curved box magazine
Sights:

Front---------------------------------- Inverted V-blade with guards; offset to the left
Rear------------------------------------ Drum-controlled peep sight, with windage adjustment;

graduated from 200 to 1,500 meters in increments of 100
meters; offset to the left

Optical:
Magnification_____________________- -___ 2.5 power
Weight----___-------------___________ 480 g (aprx SIb)
Field of view______________________ 10 degrees

Muzzle velocity --------------------------- 735 m/s (aprx 2,410 fps)
Practical rate of fire ----------------------- 120-150 rpm
Effective range_ _- - -_________ 1,500 m (1,640 yd) against group targets
Ammunition ------------------------------ Japanese 6.5-mm M38 semirimmed reduced-charge ball

and tracer
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7.7-mm Heavy Machine Gun Type 92 (1932)
(KYUNI SHIKI JUKIKANJU)

The Type 92 heavy machine gun is based on a
modified Hotchkiss design. It was the standard
heavy machine gun of the Japanese Army during
World War II. Although normally it was
mounted on a tripod mount for ground use, there
is an adapter that can be used on the standard
ground mount for antiaircraft firing. The weapon
has a slow cyclic rate of fire, which prevents
overheating of the barrel and results in unusually
long barrel life.

Telescopic sights of four, five, and six power are
used in addition to the standard iron sights.

For carrying purposes, detachable handles are

fitted into brackets on the tripod legs, thus
enabling a team of four men to transport the
weapon. The gun is fed by 30-round metallic
strips. This is one of the factors involved in the
slow cyclic rate of fire. The Chinese Communists
acquired considerable numbers of these weapons at
the end of World War II, and some have been
converted to fire 7.92-mm ammunition.

The Type 92 can be recognized by: (1) The
large cooling fins on the barrel; (2) the adjustable
traversing handles; and (3) the oil reservoir, which
is located directly over the feedway.

__
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7.7-mm Heavy Machine Gun Type 92 (1932)

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CHARACTERISTICS
. ______ __ Gas operated; full automatic fire only
-- -- - -- - - A ir

-- 7.7-mm (cal. 303)

Gun only_ 27.5 kg (61 lb aprx)
With tripod mount, telescopic sight, 58.5 kg (1291b aprx)

carrying handles.
Length over-all .....__________
Feeding device --. ....... -

Sights:
Front __--.

Rear (iron) __

Telescopic _ _ _

Muzzle velocity-- -
Practical rate of fire_- -

Effective range. _ _

Ammunition_ _

117 cm (45.5 in aprx)
30 round metallic strips; strips can be joined together

Either V-blade with guards, offset to right or a cart-
wheel AA sight

-----.- .Post type with windage adjustment graduated from
300 to 2,700 meters, offset to right

_____. Model 96 (4x)
Model 93 (6x)
Model 94 (5x)

----- - 732 m/s (aprx 2,400 fps)
-._. ___-200-250 rpm

_________ _ 1,371 m (1,500 yd against ground targets; 732 m (800 yd)
estimated, against aircraft

_ _ _ _ Japanese M92 7.7-mm semirimmed ball, tracer, incen-
diary, and armor piercing

System of operation..
System of cooling.
Caliber______ ..... ___
Weight:
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E. MORTARS

81-mm Battalion Mortar Type 97
(KYUNANA S.HIKI KYOKUSHA HOHEIHO)

This mortar is a conventional (Stokes-Brandt)
type, smooth-bore, muzzle-loading, high angle-
fire weapon. It can be broken down into three
man loads. The Type 97 was used extensively
by the Japanese during World War II. It is
almost identical to the United States 81-mm
M1 mortar. The most obvious difference be-
tween the Japanese and the United States mor-
tars are: (1) The cross-leveling mechanism and
traversing handle are located on the right side
of the Japanese weapon, while the sight is located
on the left side; (2) Type 97 used the buttress
type threads on the traversing and elevating
screws; and (3) the use of welding to fasten the
bipod legs to the leg hinges on the Type 97.

United States and Japanese 81-mm ammuni-

tion is interchangeable; however, the Japanese
Model 100 round has a slightly shorter range
than the United States 81-mm round.

Large numbers of the Type 97 mortar were
acquired by the Chinese Communists at the
conclusion of World War II. It is believed that
this mortar is being replaced in the Chinese
Communist Army by the Chinese 82-mm Model
20 mortar and the Soviet 82-mm Model 1941
mortar.

Chief recognition features of the Type 97 are:
(1) The hinged carrying handle on the base
plate; (2) the cross-leveling mechanism and the
connecting rod located on the right side of the
weapon; and (3) the buttress type thieads on
the elevating and traversing screws.
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81-mm Battalion Mortar Type 97

RECOGNITION FEATURES

CROSSLEVELING

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

GREASE
FITTINGSIGHT

GREASE
FITTING

TYPE
THREADSFIG. 2

ELEVATING
HANDLE

FOLDING
CARRYING
HANDLEFIG. 1FIG. 3
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LEGS TO LEG HINGES

CHARACTERISTICS
I. PHYSICAL DATA

Caliber -------------------------------------- 81-mm (3.189 in)
Method of loading_ ------------------------------ Muzzle loading
Method of firing -------------------------------- Drop fire
Weight in firing position. __ 65.3 kg (145 lb aprx)
Component weights:

Bipod--- --------------------------------- 21.6 kg (47.7 lb)
Base plate --------------------------------- 23.2 kg (51.7 Ib)
Barrel assembly .. ----------------------------- 20.5 kg (45.5 lb aprx)
Sight__ ------------------------------------- 2 kg (4 lb aprx)

Elevation limits -------------------------------- +700 to +1600 mils
Traverse limits (aprx) --------------------------- 90 mils right or left of center

II. AMMUNITION
HE (Light) with PD fuze ------------------------ 3.2 kg (6.9 lb aprx)
HE (Heavy) with PD fuze----------....._ 6.7 kg (14.3 lb aprx)

III. PERFORMANCE
Maximum range:

HE (light) _ --------------------------------- 3,000 m (3,280 yd aprx)
HE (heavy) -------------------------------- 1,312 m (1,422 yd aprx)

Minimum range:
HE (light) --------------------------------- 500 m (546 yd aprx)
HE (heavy) -- 190 m (208 yd aprx)

Muzzle velocity:
HE (light) --------------------------------- 200 m/s (656 fps aprx)
HE (heavy) ---------------- Unknown

Rate of fire (estimated) --------------------------- 18 to 30 rpm
Fragmentation radius of HE shell:

Versus standing targets (estimated) -------------- 25 m (27 yd aprx)
Versus prone targets (estimated). ----------------- 10 m (11 yd aprx)
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NOTICE
Any reader possessing information which appears to modify or amplify

the intelligence contained herein is requested to forward it promptly to:

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2
Department of the Army
Washington 25, D. C.

Communications should refer to this publication, setting forth item and
page to which reference is made. In reporting information, the con-
tributor should identify and evaluate his sources and give the dates of
incidents mentioned.




